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Dear Mr. Browning: . z

We have reviewed your letter of December 22, 1986 requesting tfe BurfMu of
Mines to provide an opinion on the feasibility of drilling shah s and
constructing a repository in the Cohasset flow at the Hanford site. The
lureau is willing to render an opinion on this question, but the answer will

KShave to be qualified pending the development of more precise data an the
various unknowns. We can assume some worst possible scenarios for horizontal
stress and temperature, but they peqt iaf for high watenrinf lows can.easiA-y-u --
be the major controlling factor in determining feasibility. Also, the
question of feasibility itself must be considered from both a technical and
economic viewpoint. Almost anything is feasible technically if we are
willing to spend enough money.

I have assigned the Spokane and Denver Research Centers the primary
responsibility for carrying out this task.

In developing our response, we feel that some additional time will be needed
to review and re-review pertinent background information and better clarify
some of the unknowns. This can probably be done within a 3-month time
period. It is proposed that the Bureau develop a schedule and a set of
Questions relating to the scope and purpose of this study. This information

K 1n b dicused with NRC--personnel at the Wpro gaeiringr4nr- rt1
task work covering "Rock Support in Underground Geologic Repositories". This
meeting is tentatively planned for late April.

If you have any suggestions or disagreements with this approach, please
contact me. At the present time, we have in our possession only-documents '
and 2 listed in your letter of December 22nd. We would like to obtain copies
of the other 6 documents.

David Forshey
Assistant Director--Mining Research
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